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Abstract

College rankings have become an important source of information in the college ad-
missions market. As the number of first-generation college students, the number of
applications per student, and the geographic range of applications increased, rankings
emerged as a means of navigating the complex college choice process. While previous
literature studies the influence of college rankings on college and student decisions,
it treats college rankings themselves as static and given. My thesis models product
choice by college rankings firms. I extend the Hotelling model of horizontal product
differentiation to allow for differences in consumers’ willingness to pay and interac-
tions in a two-sided market with advertisers and consumers. The model illustrates
how a rise in the importance of advertising may help explain the observed decrease in
the prices of and differentiation among rankings offered in the market. It also shows
that increased advertising generates two opposing changes in total welfare. On one
hand, increased advertising increases welfare by expanding access to rankings through
lower prices. On the other hand, it may also decrease welfare by causing some con-
sumers to lose access to their preferred product. Through these two opposing changes,
advertising both aids and hinders the search for the “right” college.
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1 Introduction

Every year, over two million high school graduates go to college. To make sure they

end up at the right school, they spend several hundred million dollars on the admissions

process...This book is your best bet.

- 1992 Princeton Review Student Access Guide to the Best Colleges

From 1976 to 2010, the number of students enrolled in undergraduate institutions

in the U.S. increased from 9.42 million to 18.09 million (“Total Fall Enrollment,”

2011). Many of these new applicants were minority and/or low-income students less

informed about the admissions process and college market (Hossler et al., 2004).

These applications also spanned a wider geographic range of colleges than in previous

years (Hoxby, 1996). In 1989, only 16% of students applied to six or more colleges.

In 2009, 33% applied to six or more institutions (Hoover, 2010). This widening in

scope made determining to which colleges to apply more difficult. In response to this

increase in demand for information, college rankings firms emerged as experts capable

of providing comparisons of hundreds of colleges nationwide to students. Rankings

supply information to students faced with the uncertain decision of which colleges to

apply and ultimately attend.

The rise in demand for college ranking products has spurred an economics litera-

ture studying rankings. This literature focuses primarily on how rankings have altered

the behaviors of students and colleges. In particular, it debates whether rankings fa-

cilitate efficiency or encourage wasteful behavior. However, this research treats college

rankings themselves as static and given. While considering the strategies of students

and colleges, they do not consider the strategies of the rankings firms themselves.1

My thesis endogenizes the rankings product. I argue that, with increased adver-

tising demand, incumbent rankings firms offer similar products to maximize profit.

1See, e.g. (Bastedow & Bowman, 2008, 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Ehrenberg & Monks, 1999; Griffith
& Rask, 2005; Jin & Whalley, 2007; Meredith, 2004) and the papers cited there.
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Advertising also encourages new entrants to enter with similar products. Conse-

quently, with advertising, engaging in price-competition may be consistent with profit-

maximization in an oligopoly, as offering consumers free rankings may allow for higher

profits from advertisers. However, the market with advertising may still be inefficient

from the perspective of a utilitarian social planner.

The structure of the rankings market makes these outcomes possible. Since rank-

ings are information goods, product differentiation emerges as rankings firms’ most

viable escape from price competition, i.e. Bertrand’s paradox. Escaping Bertrand’s

paradox is especially important to rankings firms because information goods typi-

cally have high fixed costs and low marginal costs. Charging price equal to marginal

cost may be insufficient to recoup fixed costs (Arrow, 1962, p.614). Arrow (1962)

points out that rankings also have a low marginal cost of redistribution. This makes

consumers of information goods potential competitors. Consequently, product dif-

ferentiation remains as one of the viable traditional escapes from price competition.

The ability of consumers to reproduce and redistribute rankings renders capacity

constraints difficult to maintain, as consumers can easily produce more rankings.

Since the number of firms in the market potentially equals the number of consumers,

collusion is also unsustainable. Thus, the remaining escape is for firms to produce

differentiated goods.

In addition to product differentiation, two-sided markets may allow firms to earn

positive profits. In a two-sided market, rankings firms sell rankings to consumers and

advertising space in the rankings to advertisers. While it may be easy for consumers

to enter the rankings side of the market, they encounter entry barriers to selling to

advertisers. This occurs because advertisers value the number of viewers a rankings

firm reaches.2 Incumbents already have a large, established viewer base. Consumers,

as new entrants, have few viewers. As such, their advertising space is not attractive

2As I discuss later, these viewers could be a specific type of viewer.
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to advertisers.

The tradeoff between product differentiation and advertising emerges when ad-

vertisers are interested in targeting a particular type of consumer. This makes it

difficult for firms to benefit from product differentiation and two-sided markets at

the same time. Product differentiation is effective when different consumers have

different tastes for a given product. However, if advertisers are interested in only one

type of consumer, then it is only beneficial for them to buy advertising space from

the firm(s) whose product(s) reach that type of consumer. Thus, rankings firms must

choose between commonly appealing to advertisers’ target consumers or providing

differentiated rankings appealing to different consumer types.

This approach to college rankings fits with a broader literature on what Gal-

Or and Dukes (2003) call the principle of minimal differentiation. The principle

of minimal differentiation states that firms may produce undifferentiated products

in equilibrium. This literature explores how minimal differentiation occurs in the

presence of advertising. However, it focuses on the impacts of advertising on the

provision of public goods through radio and television.3 Assuming media as free to

consumers, the literature centers on how advertising prices are set.4 My thesis extends

this literature’s insights on minimal differentiation to the provision of private goods

in the college rankings market.

Demand for advertising in college rankings was likely small when U.S. News and

World Report (USNWR) first released its rankings in 1983. USNWR sold advertising

only to State Farm Insurance until 2001. In 2002, it sold advertising only to AIG.

3See, e.g. (Steiner, 1952; Owen, 1977; Gabszewicz, 2001; Beebe, 1977; Gal-Or & Dukes, 2003;
Coate, 2005), and the papers cited there.

4Coate (2005) briefly explores the consequences of allowing media firms to charge households
positive prices. However, Coate models how the addition of positive consumer prices changes a
market that originally profited only from advertising. I would like to look at the reverse, how the
addition of advertising changes a market that had positive consumer prices. Coate finds that, given
the option, media firms will charge households positive prices. My model demonstrates that the
introduction of advertising may lead to zero household prices.
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Within the rankings book, these advertisements filled roughly eight full, color pages.

This suggests that USNWR had plenty of advertising capacity but few advertisers de-

manding space. Moreover, when the Princeton Review (PR) first released its rankings

in 1992 it did not sell any advertising space.

When advertising demand was low, the firms in the market, USNWR, PR, and

Money Magazine, produced rankings that served different needs and appealed to dif-

ferent types of consumers. USNWR appealed to parents with more general informa-

tion about college life. PR targeted students by ranking based on student perspectives

of colleges. Neither explicitly ranked using the “value” and “outputs” of a college

education. Money Magazine uniquely catered to those interested in value, ranking

“best buy” colleges.

After 2000, there is evidence that demand for advertising increased greatly. US-

NWR started selling advertising space to multiple firms. It also divided the many

pages once allotted to a single advertiser among ten or so different advertisers. PR

added a section at the end of its book dedicated to advertising. This suggests a rise

in advertising demand, as USNWR could now sell smaller, less preferable advertising

spaces to more advertisers, and PR could begin selling advertising space. Further-

more, this new demand was to reach financially-conscious consumers. The majority

of advertisers were financial service firms looking to promote credit and loan services.

Advertisements not explicitly for financial services also appear to target financially-

conscious viewers; they include ads for community colleges, job search engines, and

discount shopping.

This increase in advertising demand changed the rankings market in two ways.

First, it decreased the degree of differentiation among rankings. Whereas they previ-

ously catered to those interested in college life, both USNWR and PR began ranking

with a greater emphasis on value in terms of the cost of attending an institution

and an institution’s impact on “output” or future earnings. Second, it increased the
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number of entrants into the rankings market who provided value-oriented rankings.

Many other firms such as Forbes, Wall Street Journal (WSJ), and Kiplinger have also

begun releasing rankings that emphasize the “value” or outputs with which colleges

provide their students (Kaminer, 2013).

Increased advertising demand decreased differentiation and increased entry be-

cause advertising acts as a subsidy to rankings firms. When advertisers prefer to

reach one type of consumer, advertising revenue effectively subsidizes only one type

of ranking. In turn, this encourages firms to create rankings serving that consumer

type. Moreover, increased advertising demand increases profits from selling rankings,

encouraging entry. While some of the availability of value-oriented rankings is due to

consumer demand, as there would be no “eyeballs” for advertisers to reach without

it, this advertising “subsidy” may lead more firms to produce value-oriented rankings

ceteris paribus.

To demonstrate how advertising decreases differentiation in the college rankings

market, my thesis models firm product choice in an oligopoly using a variant of the

Hotelling model. There are two firms and two types of consumers defined by different

preferences. Firms choose which rankings to sell and what price to charge for rankings.

Demand functions for each firm are derived assuming consumer utility maximization.

Household and advertising markets are separate. I treat the price of advertising space

as exogenous. This is because rankings firms are price-setters in the rankings market

but price-takers in the advertising market. A limited number of firms producing

college rankings, but many firms sell advertising. Thus, rankings firms make some

additional revenue from advertising for each ranking sold to the advertisers’ preferred

consumer type. The amount of this additional revenue increases with advertising

demand.

The model shows that two symmetric firms who act simultaneously will segment

the market by choosing differentiated rankings and charging high consumer prices
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when advertising demand is low. With the introduction of sufficient advertising,

firms produce the same rankings and charge consumers zero prices. Furthermore,

it demonstrates that advertising increases welfare by increasing consumer access to

rankings but still leads to an inefficient provision of rankings.

Subsequently, I extend the model to illustrate how advertising affects entry into

the college rankings market. I consider three firms that decide whether to enter the

market and, if so, what rankings to offer sequentially. This extension demonstrates

how increased advertising demand may induce more firms to enter and produce the

same product. In terms of welfare, entry induced by advertising improves welfare as

it expands consumer access to goods. However, at “high” levels of advertising, the

provision of goods is also inefficient.

2 Rankings Industry Background

Since 1983 when USNWR started offering college rankings, the cost of attending

college has been a concern for many families. However, during this time, there have

been major changes in both the rankings available and the advertisements appearing

in the college rankings product. Rankings content has become more similar, and

more firms have begun offering rankings. Advertising demand has gone from playing

a minor role to a prominent one. My thesis argues these changes are related.

2.1 Rankings 1983 to 2000

Prior to 2000, the rising cost of college was already a concern for the families of

college-bound students. Across private (nonprofit) four-year, public four-year, and

public two-year institutions, the average annual percentage increases in inflation-

adjusted published tuition were 4.1%, 4.3%, and 5%, respectively, for the three types

of institutions in the 1980s (“Average Rates,” 2014).
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Before 2000, there were few firms in the rankings market, and these firms provided

clearly differentiated rankings. (See Figure 1). These firms included USNWR, PR,

and Money Magazine. USNWR emphasized objective data and college administration

feedback that appealed to parents. It printed articles directed at parents such as “A

Counselor’s Tips to Parents” in the “News You Can Use About College” section of

USNWR’s 1989 edition, which “offer[ed] anxious parents advice on how to relieve

rather than add to the stress involved in helping their children get into college” (39).

PR emphasized student feedback that would appeal more to prospective students.

In particular, PR titled their product “Student Access Guide to Best Colleges,” and

addressed students directly with questions such as, “Do you qualify? Find out how

competitive each school really is” (1992).

Contrary to USNWR and PR, Money Magazine uniquely focused on measuring

the “affordability” and “bottom line” of a college education in its rankings. Absent

from USNWR’s rankings criteria is an emphasis on “affordability” and “value.” US-

NWR initially based its rankings off of a survey sent to college presidents asking them

to pick the five best undergraduate institutions similar to their own based on “quality

of academic courses, professors, student bodies and general atmosphere of learning

provided.” In 1988, this was changed to include, in order of importance, “the school’s

selectivity; the strength of a school’s faculty and its instructional budget per student;

the resources available for its educational programs; a college’s ability to see its en-

tering students through graduation.” Similarly, of the approximately 63 separate lists

of colleges PR provides detailing different aspects of student life, not one emphasized

value or output.

Initially, there was little advertising in the college rankings market. USNWR sold

advertising only to State Farm Insurance, which “sponsored” the college rankings

provided by USNWR in exchange for almost ten full pages of advertising space.

USNWR’s parent-oriented content also aligned with the wishes of its State Farm
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Figure 1: College Rankings Market 1983 to 2000

sponsor. Selling life insurance, State Farm used its advertising pages to appeal to

parents to buy life insurance such that their children would be guaranteed“a quality

education.” PR did not sell advertising space. Moreover, reflecting the small role

of advertising, rankings were provided at a cost to households. Through the 1990s,

USNWR charged about $ 6.00. PR charged between $ 16.00 and $ 20.00 to households

(Princeton Review, 1992, 1994, 2000, 2014).

2.2 2000 to Present

The rising cost of college continued to be a concern after the turn of millennium.

Across private (nonprofit) four-year, public four-year, and public two-year institu-

tions, the average annual percentage increases in inflation-adjusted published prices

were 2.3%, 4.2%, and 3%, respectively in the 2000s (“Average Rates,” 2014). These
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percentages are similar to those before 2000.

Furthermore, after 2000, the rankings offered became more similar, and many

more firms entered the rankings market. (See Figure 2). New entrants included

Forbes, Washington Monthly, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), Kiplinger, and Payscale.

Incumbents and entrants emphasized value and outputs as a criteria in their rankings

(Kaminer, 2013). USNWR’s rankings now emphasize “output measures” such as

graduation rates and graduation rate performance. Whereas graduation statistics

were at the bottom of USNWR’s list of rankings criteria prior to 2000, they are

now at the top, accounting for 30% of USNWR’s rankings data (“Frequently Asked

Questions,” 2013). USNWR also now publishes its own “’best value” list. Similarly,

PR’s collection of lists now includes a “Best Value” list longer and more prominently

located than those about student life. Moreover, lists detailing elements of student

social life such as “Students hang out in big groups” and “Aesthete schools” have

been dropped in favor of lists such as “Best Career Services” and lists about “Best”

facilities (1994, 2014).

Entrants similarly focus on the value and output of a college education. Echoing

USNWR, Forbes promotes its focus on “ ‘output’ over ‘input,’ ” and emphasizes

that rankings matter because college is a large investment (Howard, 2013). The

Washington Monthly uses a “dollars and cents tabulation” to calculate its rankings.

WSJ provides a list of colleges as preferred by job recruiters, Kiplinger a list of

“best value” colleges, and Payscale a list of returns to college as an “investment”.

The Alumni Factor surveys college alumni and stresses the career preparation and

financial returns of a college.

Concurrently, the amount of advertising in college rankings has also increased

greatly. In 2003, USNWR ceased having exclusive advertising agreements with spe-

cific advertisers (State Farm and then AIG). It now sells advertising to a number of

firms such as AXA Equitable, eBay, Wachovia, Dean College, American Express, Col-
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Figure 2: College Rankings Market 2000 to Present

lege Loan Corporation, and University of Richmond. Additionally, PR began selling

advertisements to an assortment of colleges in a section called “School Says”. There

are sixteen pages of advertising in its 2014 release. The majority of new entrants also

coupled their rankings with advertising in the form of banners and pop-ups on their

websites.

Notably, the type of advertisers buying ad space in college rankings target financially-

conscious people. A large portion of advertisers are financial service providers pro-

moting services such as banking, loans, insurance, credit cards, and investments. Ad-

vertisements that are not for financial services such as those for community colleges,

employment services, and retail deals are also directed towards financially-conscious

people. They seek to target individuals who are concerned about “dollars and cents

tabulations.”

Another indication of the increased role of advertising is that many entrants pro-

vide their rankings to households for free or low prices. Moreover, these free or cheap

rankings coincide with relatively high price tags for advertising space. A page of ad-

vertising in USNWR’s rankings costs tens of thousands of dollars (estimated $30,000).
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Online advertising for Forbes costs over a hundred dollars. USNWR highlights the

popularity of its rankings in the section of its website for advertisers interested in

purchasing space. This indicates that advertising is now an important revenue source

for ranking firms.

That Money Magazine is no longer in the rankings market indicates that an in-

crease in advertising supply by rankings firms did not increase the quantity of adver-

tising. Money was an early producer of value-based rankings. However, it failed to

generate enough revenue from advertisers and households to remain in the market.

As such, it is likely that an increase in advertising demand led to the increase in

rankings quantity, as advertisements in rankings also appear in other media reaching

similar consumers (e.g. during various news hours on television).

3 Model

I model product choice by college rankings firms to further explore how changes in

advertising influence the rankings offered and to study the effects of advertising on

welfare in the college rankings market.

3.1 Firms and Consumers

Consider a college rankings market with two firms that offer rankings products to

two types of consumers. Firms 1 and 2 are symmetric and offer rankings (z1, z2)

respectively. The firms’ choices of rankings vary along a Hotelling line of length 1.

The far left point of the line (z = 0) represents a ranking with the maximum emphasis

on college value and output. The far right point (z = 1) represents a ranking with the

maximum emphasis on non-value factors such as selectivity and college experience.

Points inbetween represent some combination of value and other factors.

While Hotelling distributes consumers continuously along this line, I locate con-
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sumers at the two endpoints to account for two discrete types of consumers: Type

1 and Type 2. All else equal, Type 1 consumers view products closer to z = 0

or rankings that emphasize college value and output as having higher quality. All

else equal, Type 2 consumers view products closer to z = 1 or rankings that em-

phasize other factors as having higher quality. While consumer types are discrete,

consumers’ willingness to pay for higher quality rankings varies continuously within

each consumer type. Thus, at each end point of the Hotelling line, there is a uniformly

distributed continuum of consumers yst ∼ U [0, 1] where yst reflects the willingness of

Type t consumer s to pay for higher quality rankings. Higher values of yst indicate a

higher willingness to pay for quality. See Figure 3 for an illustration of this modified

Hotelling model.

Figure 3: Modified Hotelling Line
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Firm i selects some combination of rankings and price (zi, pci) in order to maximize

profits. I assume that the marginal cost of producing rankings is zero, as the marginal

cost of producing information goods has been understood to be very low (Arrow,

1962). I further assume that fixed costs are sunk in order to focus on the product

choices of incumbent firms. Therefore, firm i faces the following profit function when

it provides ranking zi at pci, given rival firm j provides ranking zj at pcj:

πi = pci(q1i(zi, pci; zj, pcj) + q2i(zi, pci; zj, pcj))

q1i and q2i represent the quantity of rankings firm i sells to Type 1 and Type 2

consumers respectively for a given (zi, pci; zj, pcj).

I model firms as choosing price and product type in a two-stage game. In the

first stage, firms simultaneously choose a rankings product (z1, z2) to sell. In the

second stage, firms observe (z1, z2) chosen in the first stage and simultaneously choose

consumer prices (pc1, pc2) given these values. Thus, firms maximize profits through

sequential games of product choice then price choice.

Consumers choose to purchase z1, z2, or no rankings product based on utility

maximization. For simplicity and to emphasize horizontal differentiation such that

different types of consumers have different preferences over rankings, I assume that

each consumer only purchases at most one rankings product. The utility each con-

sumer receives from purchasing no rankings product is normalized to zero, following

the tradition in the discrete choice literature of consumer demand. The utility each

consumer receives from purchasing z1 or z2 varies with consumer type and willingness

to pay for rankings quality.

Each consumer s of Type 1 receives the following utilities from consuming firm 1
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and firm 2’s rankings, respectively:

U1(z1) = (γ1 + β(1− z1))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
c1

U1(z2) = (γ1 + β(1− z2))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
c2

with (γ1, β,α1) > 0

Type 1 consumer s buys from firm 1 if U1(z1) > max{U1(z2), 0}, from firm 2 if

U1(z2) > max{U1(z1), 0}, and from neither if 0 > max{U1(z1), U1(z2)}.

Each consumer s of Type 2 receives the following utilities from firm 1 and firm

2’s rankings , respectively:

U2(z1) = (γ1 + βz1)ys2 −
1

2
α1p

2
c1

U2(z2) = (γ1 + βz2)ys2 −
1

2
α1p

2
c2

with (γ1, β,α1) > 0

Type 2 consumer s buys from firm 1 if U2(z1) > max{U(z2), 0}, from firm 2 if

U2(z2) > max{U2(z1), 0}, and from neither if 0 > max{U2(z1), U2(z2)}.

Note, γ1 reflects consumers’ willingness to pay for a ranking regardless of quality.

β(1 − zi)ys1 reflects how Type 1 consumers gain additional utility from purchasing

zi of higher quality (closer to z = 0) and how this added utility increases with their

willingness to pay for quality ys1. βziys2 reflects how Type 2 consumers gain additional

utility from purchasing zi of higher quality (closer to z = 1) and how this added utility

increases with their willingness to pay for quality ys2.
1
2α1p2ci captures the disutility

consumers experience from higher prices.
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The quantity demanded qti by consumer Type t of firm i’s ranking is the length

of the segment of the continuum of Type t consumers whose yst is such that Ut(zi) >

max{Ut(zj), 0}. More specifically, I derive quantity demanded analytically for three

main cases:

Case 1: There is no product differentiation (zi = zj = z∗). In this case, one

firm charges a higher price (pcj > pci), U(zi) > U(zj) for both types of consumers.

Consequently, Type 1 consumers choose between buying from firm i or buying no

rankings. Type 2 consumers similarly choose between buying from firm i or buying no

rankings. No consumers purchase firm j’s ranking. The Type 1 consumer indifferent

between purchasing firm i’s ranking and purchasing no rankings can be determined

by solving for ỹ1, the value of ys1 such that U1(zi) = 0:

U1(zi) = (γ1 + β(1− zi))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
ci
= 0

−→ ỹ1 =
α1

1
2p

2
ci

γ1 + β(1− zi)

If ỹ1 ∈ [0, 1], then the consumer with ys1 = ỹ1 is indifferent between purchasing zi

and purchasing no rankings, as she receives equal utility from both. Type 1 consumers

whose ys1 ∈ (ỹ1, 1] receive higher utility from purchasing zi compared to purchasing

no rankings. As such, they will buy firm i’s product: q1i = 1− ỹ1. Oppositely, Type 1

consumers whose ys1 ∈ [0, ỹ1) gain higher utility from buying no rankings than buying

firm i’s ranking. These consumers purchase no rankings. Consequently, if ỹ1 > 1, no

Type 1 consumer buys firm i’s product: q1i = 0. q2j can be similarly derived.

However, charging a higher price is a dominated strategy when (zi = zj = z∗)

and pci, pcj ≥ 0.5 As described above, the firm with the lower price sells to all of the

consumers who purchase rankings and the firm with the higher price sells to no one.

5I impose pci, pcj ≥ 0, because I do not observe any negative prices in the rankings market.
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This means that firms have a strong incentive to undercut each other’s prices until

price is equal to marginal cost, as doing so allows the firm with the lower price to

capture the whole market . Since I assumed a marginal cost of zero, firms will charge

pci = pcj = 0 in the absence of product differentiation. When this occurs, I assume

firm i’s expected demand for each consumer Type t is qti =
1
2 , as both firms offer

identical rankings.

Case 2: Firms sell different rankings (zi < zj) at the same price (pci = pcj = p∗
c
).

This implies U1(zi) > U1(zj) for Type 1 consumers and U2(zi) < U2(zj) for Type 2

consumers. Consequently, Type 1 consumers choose between buying from firm i or

buying no rankings. Type 2 consumers choose between buying from firm j or buying

no rankings. The Type 1 consumer indifferent between purchasing firm i’s rankings

and purchasing no rankings can be determined by solving for ỹ1, the value of ys1 such

that U1(zi) = 0.

U1(zi) = (γ1 + β(1− zi))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
ci
= 0

−→ ỹ1 =
α1

1
2p

2
ci

γ1 + β(1− zi)

If ỹ1 ∈ [0, 1], the consumer with ys1 = ỹ1 is indifferent between purchasing firm i’s

rankings and purchasing no rankings, as she receives equal utility from both options.

Type 1 consumers whose ys1 ∈ (ỹ1, 1] receive greater utility from purchasing firm i’s

ranking than purchasing no rankings. Thus, they will buy firm i’s product: q1i =

1 − ỹ1. Oppositely, Type 1 consumers whose ys1 ∈ [0, ỹ1) receive higher utility from

buying no rankings. It follows that if ỹ1 > 1, no Type 1 consumer buys firm i’s

product: q1i = 0. q2i and q2j can be similarly derived.

Case 3: Firms sell different rankings (zi < zj) at different prices (pci > pcj).

U2(zj) > U2(zi) for all Type 2 consumers, as their preferred ranking is cheaper. Thus,
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Type 2 consumers choose between buying firm j’s ranking and buying no rankings

to maximize utility, and solving for Type 2 consumer demand is the same as in Case

2. However, Type 1 consumers may purchase firm i’s ranking, firm j’s ranking, or no

rankings. See Figure 4 below for an illustration.

Figure 4: Indifference Thresholds zi < zj, pci > pcj

The Type 1 consumer indifferent between purchasing zi and zj can be determined

by solving for y∗
s1, the value of ys1 such that U1(zi) = U1(zj). This consumer receives

the same amount of utility from purchasing firm i’s ranking and purchasing firm j’s

ranking.

U1(zi) = U1(zj)

(γ1 + β(1− zi))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
ci
= (γ1 + β(1− zj))ys1 −

1

2
α1p

2
cj

−→ y∗
s1 =

1
2α1(p2ci − p2

cj
)

β(zj − zi)

The Type 1 consumer indifferent between purchasing zj and no ranking can be
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determined by solving for y∗∗
s1 , the value of ys1 such that U1(zj) = 0. This consumer

receives the same amount of utility from purchasing firm j’s ranking and from pur-

chasing no rankings.

U1(zj) = (γ1 + β(1− zj))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
cj
= 0

−→ y∗∗
s1 =

1
2α1p2cj

γ1 + β(1− zj)

Consequently, if y∗
s1 ∈ [0, 1], Type 1 consumers whose ys1 ∈ (y∗

s1, 1] gain higher

utility by purchasing firm i’s ranking in comparison to purchasing firm j’s ranking

or purchasing no ranking. Thus, they will buy firm i’s product: q1i = 1 − y∗
s1.

Type 1 consumers with ys1 ∈ (y∗∗
s1 , y

∗
s1), receive higher utility from purchasing firm

j’s ranking in comparison to purchasing firm i’s ranking or purchasing no ranking.

These consumers will buy firm j’s product: q1j = y∗
s1 − y∗∗

s1 . Type 1 consumers with

ys1 ∈ [0, y∗∗
s1) receive the highest utility from purchasing no rankings.

Note, y∗
s1 < y∗∗

s1 < 1 implies that the consumer indifferent between purchasing firm

i and firm j’s rankings has a lower willingness to pay for quality than the consumer

indifferent between purchasing firm j’s and no rankings. This contradicts that firm i’s

ranking zi < zj is the higher quality good from the perspective of Type 1 consumers.

It implies that consumers who receive the greatest utility from purchasing the lower

quality, cheaper good have a higher willingness to pay for quality than consumers

who receive the greatest utility from purchasing the higher quality, pricier good.

Consequently, y∗
s1 < y∗∗

s1 < 1 is a corner solution; no Type 1 consumers purchase

rankings from firm j in this case, as all Type 1 consumers who buy rankings receive

higher utility from zi.

Let pci = pcj + �. � is how much more firm i charges consumers for its ranking

compared to firm j. Intuitively, � represents the degree to which firm i is more
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aggressive than firm j in extracting Type 1 consumer surplus. The value of � at which

the consumer indifferent between zi and zj and the consumer indifferent between zj

and no rankings are the same is:

y∗
s1 = y∗∗

s1

1
2α1(2pcj + �2)

β(zj − zi)
=

α1
1
2p

2
cj

γ1 + β(1− zj)

−→ �1 = pcj(

�

1 +
β(zj − zi)

γ1 + β(1− zj)
− 1)

When � ≤ �1, y∗s1 < y∗∗
s1 , and no Type 1 consumers purchase rankings from firm

j. � is small enough, such that the additional utility from purchasing the higher

quality ranking outweighs the loss in utility from a higher price. Thus, Type 1

consumers choose between purchasing rankings from firm i or no rankings. The

consumer indifferent between purchasing firm i’s good and purchasing no rankings

has ys1 such that U1(zi) = 0:

U1(zi) = (γ1 + β(1− zi))ys1 −
1

2
α1p

2
ci
= 0

−→ y∗∗∗
s1 =

α1
1
2p

2
ci

γ1 + β(1− zi)

The second corner solution occurs when 1 < y∗
s1 < y∗∗

s1 . In this case, pci and pcj

are high enough such that purchasing no good is the utility maximizing choice for all

Type 1 consumers. If pci = pcj + �, �2 is the value of � such that all of the consumers

ys1 ∈ [0, 1] maximize utility by purchasing no rankings:
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y∗∗∗
s1 > 1

α1
1
2p

2
ci

γ1 + β(1− zi)
> 1

−→ �2 > −pcj +

�
2(γ1 + β(1− zi)

α1

When y∗∗∗
s1 = 1, the consumer indifferent between purchasing firm i’s rankings

and purchasing no rankings is the consumer with the highest willingness to pay for

quality. Consequently, for consumers ys1 < 1, buying no ranking yields the highest

utility. If y∗∗∗
s1 > 1, even the consumer at the end of the distribution ys1 = 1 receives

higher utility from buying no rankings.

The third corner solution occurs when y∗
s1 > 1. This indicates all Type 1 consumers

gain higher utility from either purchasing no rankings or zj than purchasing zi; there

is no consumer ys1 ∈ [0, 1] indifferent between zi and zj. As such, firm i makes no

sales to Type 1 consumers: qci = 0. The values of � for which this is true are:

y∗
s1 > 1

1
2α1(2pcj + �2)

β(zj − zi)
> 1

−→ �3 > −pcj +

�

p2
cj
+

2β(zj − zi)

α1

Combining these three threshold values for �, when � ∈ (�1,min(�2, �3)), both firms

i and j make positive sales to Type 1 consumers: q1i = 1− y∗
s1, q1j = y∗

s1− y∗∗
s1 . When

� ≤ �1, only firm i may sell to Type 1 consumers: q1i = 1 − y∗∗∗
s1 , q1j = 0. When

� ≥ min(�2, �3), only firm j may sell to Type 1 consumers: q1i = 0, q1j = 1 − y∗∗
s1

(assuming y∗∗
s1 ≤ 1 ).
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When firms sell different rankings (zi < zj) at different prices (pci < pcj), deriving

demand for Type 2 consumers is similar to deriving demand for Type 1 consumers

when pci > pcj.

3.2 Advertising

In order to consider the impact of advertisers who wish to target only Type 1 con-

sumers interested in value and output oriented rankings, I alter the profit function to

include the price to advertisers for consumer “eyeballs” pa:

pa =
(rate)(space)

(size)(viewers)

where rate is the cost of a given advertisement, size is the amount of space occupied

by that advertisement, space is the total amount of space available for advertising, and

viewers is the number of eyeballs or consumers reading a given ranking. pa reflects

the price per viewer reached adjusted by the relative size of the ad. When the demand

for advertising space increases, pa also increases. Consequently, pa captures changes

in advertising demand, as shifts in demand ceteris paribus lead to corresponding price

changes in the same direction.

Notably, pa acts as an exogenous subsidy rather than a strategic variable because,

while rankings firms set prices in the rankings market, they are price takers in the

market for advertising. There are a limited number of firms that produce college

rankings. However, there are many firms in addition to college rankings firms who

sell space to advertisers. On the internet, almost every single website (e.g. Facebook,

Yahoo) sells space on their web-pages to advertisers. In terms of print publications,

publications that do not publish college rankings such as The Economist sell adver-

tising space.

It follows that the profit function for firm i with possible advertising revenue is:
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πi = (pci + pa)(q1i(zi, pci; zj, pcj)) + pci(q2i(zi, pci; zj, pcj))

This reflects how advertisers wish to target only Type 1 consumers. For each ad-

ditional unit of quantity q1i sold, firms receive revenue of pa in addition to price

charged.

3.3 Solving for Equilibrium

I discretize firms’ choices of rankings and prices to simplify solving for the Nash

equilibria.6 Firm i chooses rankings from zi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}; it may produce consumer

Type 1’s ideal ranking, consumer Type 2’s ideal ranking, or a ranking halfway between

the two ideals. Firm i chooses price from pci ∈ {0, pL, pH}. It may charge price 0

such as in the case of price competition when firms produce the same rankings, some

low price pL, or some high price pH . Based on the differences among {0, pL, pH}, we

can determine under which of the three cases mentioned earlier demand falls.

Finding the equilibrium involves solving two-stages of 3x3 normal form games.

Solving backwards, the second stage determines the price each firm charges for a given

choice of (z1,z2), as firms choose prices that maximize profit given their competitor’s

choice. In the first stage, firms select the rankings that maximize over the profits

determined in the second stage. As John Nash (1950) showed, given this overall game

can be expressed as a finite strategic form game, the existence of a Nash equilibrium

is guaranteed.

6Solving the general problem is computationally difficult. I leave it for future research.
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3.3.1 Parameters

Consider the model under the following parameter values: α1 = 10, β = 1, and

γ1 = 10. α1 is set high to reflect how consumers are very price responsive. When

consumers are very price responsive, price competition is a greater concern for firms,

as each unit decrease in price leads to a much larger increase in quantity demanded.

Thus, setting α1 = 10 allows me to demonstrate in the base case how, in the absence

of advertising, firms offer highly differentiated rankings to avoid price competition.

β and γ1 are chosen such that there are cases in which both firms make positive

sales to both types of consumers. β is smaller than γ1 to reflect how having access

to some information is more important to consumers than having information that

perfectly match their preferences.

For these parameters, I explore discrete prices pL = 0.15, and pH = 0.3, as they

yield interior (non-corner) solutions (as described in Case 3) for the demand functions

for all non-equal price combinations. With these prices, the firm with the lower price

makes sales to both Type 1 and Type 2 consumers. The firm with the higher price

sells only to the type of consumer that considers its product to be of higher quality.

This is shown in greater detail in Table 1 and Table 2.

In Table 1, � is how much more firm 1 charges for its rankings when pc1 > pc2.

�1 shows how large � must be such that there are Type 1 consumers who gain higher

utility by purchasing z2. min(�2, �3) shows at what value � becomes so large that no

consumers purchase z1.

Table 1 also demonstrates how �1, �2, and �3 vary with values of pc2, z1, and z2.

When pc2 > 0, there are positive values of � at which firm 1 charges a higher price

than firm 2 and all Type 1 consumers who buy rankings buy from firm 1. The closer

z1 and z2 are to each other, the smaller the range of positive � at which firm 1 can

still capture all of Type 1 consumer demand. As z2 closer to z1 implies that z2 is
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a more favorable substitute for Type 1 consumers, this also limits how much higher

firm 1 can charge before it makes no sales. δ is how much more firm 2 charges for

its rankings when pc2 > pc1. The explanations of the thresholds of δ in Table 2 are

similar to those for �.

Table 1: Threshold Values for �

pc2 (z1 < z2) �1 min(�2, �3)

0 (0,1) 0 0.4472
0 (0,0.5) 0 0.3162
0 (0.5,1) 0 0.3162

0.15 (0,1) 0.0074 0.3216
0.15 (0,0.5) 0.0036 0.2
0.15 (0.5,1) 0.0038 0.2

Table 2: Threshold Values for δ

pc1 (z1, z2) δ1 min(δ2, δ3)

0 (0,1) 0 0.4472
0 (0,0.5) 0 0.3162
0 (0.5,1) 0 0.3162

0.15 (0,1) 0.0074 0.3216
0.15 (0,0.5) 0.0038 0.2
0.15 (0.5,1) 0.0036 0.2

3.3.2 Base Case

Consider when there is no advertising revenue: pa = 0. As illustrated in Figure 5,

there are two pure-strategy equilibria in the first stage of the game: (z1, z2) = (0, 1)

and (z1, z2) = (1, 0) where firms charge pc1 = pc2 = 0.3 and earn π1 = π2 = 0.2877.

This base case demonstrates how, without advertising, both firms segment the market

by producing goods with the maximum possible differentiation in the presence of

highly price-sensitive consumers.7

7See the Appendix for an example of how the payoffs in the first stage are derived from each
second stage game.
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Figure 5: First Stage Game pa = 0

3.3.3 Shifts in pa

Consider when there is “low” advertising demand: pa = 0.1. As shown in Figure 6, for

this “low” level of advertising, there are two pure-strategy equilibria: (z1, z2) = (0, 1)

and (z1, z2) = (1, 0) where both firms charge pc1 = pc2 = 0.3 and earn π1 = 0.3836,

π2 = 0.2877. Thus, when the price of advertising is low, it offers insufficient incentives

for firms to risk price competition by producing similar goods. In particular, pa

provides insufficient incentives for the firm producing z = 1 to appeal to Type 1

consumers by shifting its product offering towards z = 0 or charging lower prices.

As pa becomes larger, there is first a change in the (0, 1) and (1, 0) stage-two

equilibrium prices. For 0.2769 < pa < 0.659, advertising is now substantial enough

such that, when the firm offering z = 0 charges a high price of 0.3, the firm offering

z = 1 prefers to offer its rankings at a lower price 0.15 in order to appeal to Type

1 consumers and gain advertising revenue (instead of just profiting from Type 2

consumers and charging 0.3, which occurs when the z = 0 firm charges 0.15). 8,9

8The upper bound 0.659 is the threshold value of pa at which best responses in the second-stage
pricing games change.

9I solve for these threshold values by calculating values of pa that give firm equal profits for
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Figure 6: First Stage Game pa = 0.1

This results in there only being a mixed strategy equilibrium where firms randomize

between charging 0.15 and 0.3, as the firm offering z = 0 prefers to charge the same

price as the firm offering z = 1 to capture all of Type 1 consumer demand and

advertising revenue, and the firm offering z = 1 prefers to charge the lower price or

the higher price.

However, pa does not induce firms to offer the same types of rankings until pa ≈

0.4753. Once pa > 0.4753, advertising is substantial enough such that in equilibrium

both firms offer z = 0 and engage in price competition (charge pci = pcj = 0) in order

to compete for a larger share of Type 1 consumer demand and consequently a larger

different pricing decisions. The best response strategies of firms vary according to these thresholds.
For example, for a given (zi, zj) the following yields the threshold pa when, given firm i charges
pci = pL, firm j makes equal profits when charging pL and 0:

πj(pci = pL, pcj = 0) = πj(pci = pL, pcj = pL)

pa(
1
2α1p2L

β(zj − zi)
) = pL(1−

1
2α1p2L

γ1 + βzj
)

pa = pL(1−
1
2α1p2L

γ1 + βzj
)(
β(zj − zi)

1
2α1p2L

)
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share of advertising revenue.

For example, consider a “high” level of advertising: pa = 0.6. As shown in Figure

7, this value of advertising is large enough to induce both firms in equilibrium to

produce the same ranking z = 0 and offer it to consumers at zero price. In this

case, firms make all of their profits π1 = π2 = 0.3 from advertisers. Notably, this is

reminiscent of the many online rankings in which rankings are offered to consumers

for free but advertisers must pay for advertising space.

Figure 7: First Stage Game pa = 0.6

3.3.4 Shifts in β

β reflects the strength of a consumer’s willingness to pay for quality. Consequently, it

also reflects the degree to which firms can earn higher profits from product differenti-

ation. The more consumers are willing to pay for what they believe to be quality, the

more firms profit from serving them. As such, when β increases, profits from positive

prices increase.

For example, consider a deviation in the base case such that β = 2 instead of
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β = 1, all else equal. While there are still two Nash equilibria of (z1, z2) = (0, 1)

and (z1, z2) = (1, 0) where (pc1, pc2) = (0.3, 0.3), profits are higher. Firms now earn

π1 = π2 = 0.2888 instead of just 0.2877.

Since β makes product differentiation more profitable to firms, increasing β in-

creases the pa that induces a mixed strategy equilibrium for prices when (zi, zj) =

(0, 1) and the pa that induces both firms to supply z = 0.

When β = 2, there is only a mixed strategy for prices in the (0, 1) and (1, 0)

second stage games when 0.2796 < pa < 0.7348. Firms randomize between charging

0.15 and 0.3. This threshold is greater than when β = 1: 0.2796 > 0.2769. As

product differentiation is more profitable under β = 2, Firm j, the firm offering the

ranking z = 1 not preferred by advertisers, requires a higher incentive to sacrifice

profits from Type 2 consumers and compete for a share of Type 1 consumer demand

and advertising profits by charging a lower price of 0.15 when firm i charges 0.3.

Similarly, the threshold at which firms both choose to produce z = 0 instead of

differentiating products increases from approximately 0.4753 to approximately 0.5755

when β increases from 1 to 2, as differentiation is now more profitable.

3.3.5 Shifts in α1

α1 describes how sensitive consumers are to price and thus how much of a concern

price competition is to firms. The higher α1 ceteris paribus, the lower a firm’s profits,

as a higher α1 renders purchasing no rankings the utility maximizing option for more

consumers. A higher α1 also indicates price competition is more of a concern, because

higher consumer sensitivity to price increases the additional profits from undercutting

the other firm.

For example, consider a deviation in base case such that α1 = 12 instead of

α1 = 10 ceteris paribus. This yields two Nash equilibria of (z1, z2) = (0, 1) and
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(z1, z2) = (1, 0), where (pc1, pc2) = (0.3, 0.3), and π1 = π2 = 0.2853. Though firms

choose the same rankings and prices, equilibrium profits are lower than in the base

case, 0.2853 < 0.2877, as a result of fewer consumers purchasing rankings due to

greater disutility from price.

Notably, increasing α1 increases the marginal revenue of charging z = 0 or z = 1

instead of z = 0.5. This increase renders price competition more of a danger and

consequently increases incentives to differentiate products. If α1 = 12 ceteris paribus,

when the other firm charges z = 0, the marginal gain to charging z = 1 instead of

z = 0.5 is 0.0007 (considering the pure strategy equilibrium of (0.3,0.3) in the (0,0.5)

second stage game). This is greater than the marginal gain of 0.0006 when α1 = 10.

Changing α1 = 12 also alters the second-stage price games corresponding to rank-

ings combinations (0, 0.5) and (0.5, 1), � = pH − pL = 0.3 and δ = pH − pL = 0.3 now

exceed min(�1, �3) = 0.2886 and min(δ1, δ3) = 0.2886. As a result of increasing α1

and thus the price-sensitivity of consumers, charging 0.3 when the other firm charges

0 now becomes “too much higher” of a price, and no consumers gain higher utility

from purchasing the higher-price ranking.

It also changes the (0, 1) and (1, 0) second stage games. When α = 12, there is only

a mixed strategy equilibrium between prices 0.15 and 0.3 when 0.2003 < pa < 0.5484.

This is a lower threshold than when α1 = 10 ceteris paribus : 0.2003 < 0.2769. As

consumers are more price sensitive, the firm offering z = 1 makes lower profits from

selling at a high price to only Type 2 consumers and thus profits more from offering

a cheaper good that also attracts more advertiser “subsidized” Type 1 consumers.

An increase in the price-sensitivity α1 also decreases the amount of advertising

needed to induce both firms to locate at z = 0 because increased price sensitivity

decreases profits from consumers in general. In this case, when pa ≈ 0.4155, firms

make equal profits when splitting the market and producing the same good z = 0.
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If pa > 0.4155, they maximize profits by offering the same good. When consumer

price-sensitivity α1 increases by 2, the amount of advertising pa that leads firms to

prefer minimum differentiation decreases from 0.4753 to 0.4155.

3.3.6 Shifts in γ1

γ1 reflects consumers’ indiscriminate willingness to purchase rankings. It is the

amount of utility that a consumer earns from purchasing any given ranking, regard-

less of how close that ranking is to her preferences. Consequently, ceteris paribus,

increases in γ1 increase profits that firms make from selling any rankings to consumers

by increasing the number of consumers for whom buying some rankings maximizes

utility.

Consider increasing consumers’ indiscriminate willingness to buy rankings γ1 from

10 to 12 ceteris paribus. In this case, there are two Nash equilibria of (z1, z2) = (0, 1)

and (z1, z2) = (1, 0) where firms charge (p1, p2) = (0.3, 0.3) and earn profits π1 =

π2 = 0.2896. These new profits under γ1 = 12 reflect how increasing the willingness

of consumers to buy any rankings increases profits made by firms as they are greater

than profits (πi = πj = 0.2877) when γ1 = 10.

By increasing firm profits independent of ranking offered, increasing γ1 also in-

creases the pa needed for there to exist only a mixed strategy price equilibrium

in the second stage games of (0, 1) and (1, 0). If (zi, zj) = (0, 1), there is only a

mixed-strategy equilibrium where firms switch between charging 0.15 and 0.3 when

0.2795 < pa < 0.6606. As firm j can now make higher profits from the consumers

who prefer zj, it needs a greater incentive to compete with firm i for Type 1 demand

and advertising profits by lowering its prices.

Similarly, increasing γ1 increases the pa that makes firms indifferent between seg-

menting the market and producing different rankings. When firms produce the same

rankings, they engage in price competition and make zero profits from consumers.
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As such, being able to earn higher profits from consumers when they segment the

market due to increases in γ1 implies that the advertising revenue required to make

producing (zi, zj) = (0, 0) more profitable must also increase. Thus, the pa required

to induce firms to offer the same rankings z = 0 increases from 0.4753 to 0.4768 when

γ1 increases by 2.

3.4 Welfare

This two-firm game reveals that the introduction of significant advertising leads to two

opposing changes in total surplus. On one hand, advertising increases total surplus

by increasing consumers’ access to rankings overall because it leads firms to charge

lower prices. On the other hand, advertising leads to a misallocation of trade because

it decreases product differentiation. With decreased differentiation, some consumers

lose access to their preferred rankings. In particular, these consumers are the ones

who would gain higher utility from purchasing their preferred rankings rankings even

at a higher price.

The intuition for these two changes in welfare comes from the analogy of pa to a

subsidy. One traditional effect of subsidies is that they lead firms to produce more of

the subsidized good and offer it to consumers at a lower price in order to sell additional

units. In the case of rankings, pa has the similar effect of leading firms to supply more

rankings at lower price of zero in the market. Without advertising, there is not enough

trade as firms exercise market power by withholding quantity to charge higher prices.

Consequently, the increase in consumer welfare from significant advertising reflects

how subsidies expand access to a given good. Notably, whereas subsidy expenditures

not transferred to consumers or producers are usually considered dead-weight loss

when provided by the government, this does not apply to advertisers; by providing

pa, advertisers receive the benefit of reaching consumers.

Looking at how subsidies may distort trade provides intuition for why advertising
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creates inefficiency from a misallocation of trade when advertisers wish to reach only

one type of consumer. Subsidies distort trade by altering the marginal revenue faced

by firms. In particular, they increase the marginal revenue of the subsidized good

(A) relative to that of some unsubsidized good (B). Consequently, firms that in the

absence of the subsidy would offer B, instead offer A, as offering A has become

relatively more profitable. By effectively subsidizing only z = 0, advertisers cause

firms to switch from producing z = 1 to z = 0.

With regards to consumer surplus, I calculate maximum willingness to pay (marginal

value) of a Type 2 consumer for some ranking zi when the alternative is buying no

rankings. This enables me to later compare pairwise changes in consumer surplus

under the provision of different rankings. As such, the maximum willingness to pay

of a Type 2 consumer ys2 for ranking zi is:

U2(zi) = 0

(γ1 + βzi)ys2 −
1

2
α1p

2
ci
= 0

pmax2
ci

=

�
2(γ1 + βzi)ys2

α1

If pci > pmax2
ci

, the consumer with ys2 would receive higher utility from purchasing

no rankings. The maximum willingness to pay of Type 1 consumers pmax1
ci

can be

similarly derived from U1(zi) = 0.

Consider the same parameters from the previous section. For these parameters:
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pmax2
ci

=

�
(10 + zi)ys2

5

Using pmax

ci
, we can calculate the difference in total surplus without advertising

pa = 0 and with “high” advertising pa = 0.6. Total surplus is the sum of firm profits

and consumer surplus. Type 2 consumer surplus is:

U2total(zi, pci; zj, pcj) =

� 1

y
∗∗
s2

(pmax2
ci

− pci) dys2

where y∗∗
s2 is the value of ys2 such that U2(zi) = 0. Type 1 consumer surplus can be

similarly derived from pmax1
cj

, y∗∗
s1 .

Recall, when pa = 0, one firm offers z = 0, the other firm offers z = 1, and both

firms charge a price of 0.3. It follows that Type 1 consumer surplus is 0.6929, and

Type 2 consumer surplus is likewise 0.6929. Notably, both types of consumers receive

access to their preferred rankings. Each firm makes a profit of 0.2877. Total surplus

is approximately 1.9612.

When pa = 0.6, both firms offer z = 0 at zero price. In this case, Type 1 consumer

surplus increases to 0.9888, Type 2 consumer surplus increases to 0.9428, and total

profits across firms increases to 0.6. Total surplus is thus 2.5316. Notably, total

surplus is higher in this case because pa is large enough to provide firms with higher

profits and induce lower consumer prices. Lower consumer prices increase welfare

through increasing the number of consumers who can purchase rankings.

Though Type 2 consumers gain utility from lower prices, they lose utility because
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they no longer have access to their preferred rankings z = 1. That they can only

purchase less-preferred rankings for which they have a lower marginal value (pmax2
ci

)

indicates that they can earn higher utility by purchasing their preferred rankings at

some higher price. Define y∗
s2 as the value of ys2 for which U2(zi) = U2(zj). For some

positive price pci > pcj, the total utility of Type 2 consumers with ys2 ∈ {y∗
s2, 1} who

purchase zi > zj is:

U2total(zi, pci; zj, pcj) =

� 1

y
∗
s2

(pmax2
ci

− pci) dys2

When pcj = 0, zi = 1, and zj = 0:

U2total(zi = 1, pci; zj = 0, pcj = 0) =
2

3

�
11

5
− pci − (

10

3

√
11− 5)p3

ci

Thus, some Type 2 consumers may earn greater utility from purchasing zi = 1 at

some pci > 0 compared to purchasing zj = 0 at pcj = 0. I calculate the highest price

pci such that firm i offering z = 1 and firm j offering z = 0 at pcj = 0 leads to greater

surplus for Type 2 consumers:

U2total(zi = 1, pci; zj = 0, pcj = 0) > U2total(zi = 0, pci = 0; zj = 0, pcj = 0)

2

3

�
11

5
− pci − (

10

3

√
11− 5)p3

ci
− 2

3

√
2 > 0

pci < 0.0454

Thus, when the price of z = 1 is lower than 0.0454, the total surplus of Type 2

consumers increases from the provision of z = 1. Note, consumers ys2 ∈ [0, y∗
s2) still
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purchase zj. Their utility remains the same regardless of what product firm i offers

because pcj = 0.

To illustrate how, when pa = 0.6, a segmented market that offers z = 1 at some

positive price increases total surplus in comparison to one with minimal differentia-

tion, I consider the game when pa = 0.6 and pL = 0.01 instead of pL = 0.15 such

that pci ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.3}. pL = 0.01 allows for a pricing option that increases total

surplus. With this change, all of the threshold requirements still hold such that de-

mand corresponds to the interior solution in Case 3 when firms do not charge the

same price.

Consequently, in equilibrium, both firms offer z = 0 at 0 price, and earn πi =

πj = 0.3; Type 2 consumer utility from purchasing z = 0 at pci = 0 is 2
3

√
2 ≈ 0.9428.

If one firm were to deviate from its best response and offer z = 1 at 0.01, total

surplus in terms of both consumer surplus and profits increase. Under this deviation,

Type 1 consumer surplus remains the same, as Type 1 consumers still receive their

ideal ranking z = 0 for free. However, Type 2 consumer surplus increases by roughly

0.036. This increase in Type 2 consumer surplus is not from increased access to

rankings; all consumers buy rankings in equilibrium and in the deviation because

both include a ranking offered for free. As such, the increase in Type 2 consumer

welfare when one firm does not play its best response is due to the provision of a

better product z = 1 even at a higher price 0.01. Notably, total profits across all

firms also increase by approximately 0.01, as two firms are no longer competing over

a set amount of advertising revenue. Thus, total surplus increases.

4 Extension: Entry

The model can also be adjusted to explore how increases in advertising pa affect

entry into the rankings market. Instead of considering only two firms, 1 and 2, I now
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consider three firms, 1, 2, and 3. I also expand the strategy space to include the

option of not entering the market by assuming positive fixed costs that are not sunk.

The game has the same two stages. In the first stage, firms choose which, if any,

rankings to produce. In the second stage, firms choose prices. However, instead of

choosing rankings simultaneously, I now assume that firms choose rankings sequen-

tially. For simplicity, firm 1 chooses first, firm 2 chooses second, and firm 3 chooses

third. Prices are still chosen simultaneously.

In order to solve for equilibrium, I first calculate the equilibria and corresponding

profits that result from each second stage pricing game. Subsequently, I use these

profits to derive the best responses and equilibrium (equilibria) in the first stage

rankings choice game.

With the addition of a third firm, there is an additional threshold value (in addition

to those discussed in Case 3) to consider when all three firms potentially make sales

to one type of consumer. For zi < zj < zk, all three firms may make positive sales

to Type 1 consumers when pci > pcj > pck.10 Consequently, there may now be two

(instead of one) Type 1 consumers who will be indifferent between two different pairs

of rankings. One consumer with ys1 = ya
s
receives equal utility from zj and zk, and

another consumer with ys1 = yb
s
receives equal utility from zj and zi:

U1(zj) = U1(zk)

−→ ya
s
=

α1

2β(zk − zj)
(p2

cj
− p2

ck
)

U1(zj) = U1(zi)

−→ yb
s
=

α1

2β(zj − zi)
(p2

ci
− p2

cj
)

10As firms are symmetric, all three firms may make positive sales to Type 2 consumers when
pck > pcj > pci.
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Thus, in order for firm j to make positive sales to Type 1 consumers, ya
s
< yb

s
must

hold true, as consumers ys1 ∈ (ya
s
, yb

s
) receive the highest utility from purchasing the

“middle” ranking zj. When ya
s
> yb

s
, there are no such consumers. If pci = pcj + µ,

µ must be high enough such that some consumers will gain higher utility from a

moderately priced ranking of “middle” quality than from a high price, high quality

rankings:

ya
s
< yb

s

α1

2β(zk − zj)
(p2

cj
− p2

ck
) <

α1

2β(zj − zi)
(p2

ci
− p2

cj
)

α1

2β(zk − zj)
(p2

cj
− p2

ck
) <

α1

2β(zj − zi)
(2pcjµ+ µ2)

µ > −pcj +

�
p2
cj
+

zj − zi
zk − zj

(p2
cj
− p2

ck
)

The previous thresholds (from Case 3) capture the relationship between the consumer

with U1(0) = U1(zk) and the consumer with U1(zk) = U1(zj) as well as the relationship

between the consumer with U1(zk) = U1(zj) and the end of the distribution ys1 = 1.

4.1 Parameters

I use the same parameter values as in the Base Case to illustrate an entry game. To

reiterate, α1 = 10, β = 1, and γ1 = 10. Firm i chooses zi from {0, 0.5, 1}. The choices

of prices are also the same where firm i chooses pci from amongst {0, 0.15, 0.3}. With

the new assumption that FC is not already sunk, I consider FC = 0.1.

The additional threshold requires us to examine if pH is substantially high enough

such that firm j, charging a middle price pL and offering a middle-preferred product

zj = 0.5, can make positive sales when zi < zj < zk and pci > pcj > pck. Using the

parameters, prices, and rankings choices from the previous sections, this condition is
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satisfied as:

pH − pL = 0.15 > −pcj +

�
p2
cj
+

zj − zi
zk − zj

(p2
cj
− p2

ck
) = 0.0622

4.2 Changes in pa

First, consider “low” levels of advertising pa = 0.1. In this case, firm 1 will produce

ranking z1 = 0 at pc1 = 0.3, firm 2 will produce ranking z2 = 1 at pc2 = 0.3, and firm

3 will not enter the rankings market. Given a fixed cost of 0.1, advertising does not

increase profits sufficiently to induce firm 3 to enter. This reflects the period with

limited entry before 2000 in the rankings market.

Next, consider an increase in advertising to a “moderate” level pa = 0.3. Now,

all three firms enter. Firm 1 chooses z1 = 1 and pc1 = 0.3. Firms 2 and 3 both

choose z2 = z3 = 0, and, locating in the same position engage in price competition,

pc2 = pc3 = 0. Due to increased advertising, profits are high enough for firm 3 to

enter profitably. However, advertising does not “subsidize” z = 0 sufficiently to induce

firm 1 to compete with later entrants over Type 1 consumer demand and advertising

revenue.

Lastly, consider a further increase in advertising to a “high” level pa = 0.51. All

three firms still enter. However, all three firms now choose rankings z1 = z2 = z3 = 0

and charge consumers pc1 = pc2 = pc3 = 0. Profits from advertising are high enough

that all three firms maximize profits by engaging in price competition with respect

to consumers in order to make more revenue from advertisers. The change in firm 1’s

rankings product when pa increases from 0.3 to 0.51 potentially reflects why USNWR,

for instance, may have been slower to market itself as a ranking emphasizing “output”

measures compared to newer entrants who entered the market with such rankings.
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4.3 Welfare

This version of the model shows that advertising may improve welfare through encour-

aging entry. Advertising may increase total surplus relative to no entry by expanding

access to rankings through lower prices. However, it also shows that “too much”

advertising may lead to an inefficient equilibrium. Increases in pa allow new firms to

enter and produce the same ranking as one of the incumbents, but, at some levels, it

may also discourage the provision of rankings preferable to some consumers. I calcu-

late total surplus the same way as in Section 3.4 to facilitate pairwise comparisons.

First, consider “low” pa = 0.1 compared with “moderate” pa = 0.3 to see how

advertising increases welfare. When pa=0.1, firm 3 does not enter the market, and

total profits across firms are 0.6213 − 0.2 = 0.4213. Type 1 consumers receive total

surplus of 0.6929, and Type 2 consumers also receive total surplus of 0.6929. As such,

total surplus is 1.8071.

By comparison, when pa = 0.3, profits from advertising are high enough that

firm 3 enters and total profits across all three firms are 0.165, as firm 3 enters and

produces the same ranking z = 0 as firm 2, leading to price competition. However,

this entry increases consumer surplus because it leads to lower prices that increase

consumer access to rankings. Due to this increased access, consumer surplus for

Type 1 consumers increases by 0.2959, and consumer surplus for Type 2 consumers

increases by 0.1170. Thus, when pa increases to 0.3, total surplus also increases to

1.9637 as a result of increased access to goods induced by entry.

Now, consider pa = 0.6 to see how “high” levels of advertising lead to inefficient

outcomes by reducing the types of rankings available. In equilibrium, pa = 0.6 induces

firms to offer and charge (zi = 0, pci = 0; zj = 0, pcj = 0). In the same way that

pa = 0.3 increases total surplus, pa = 0.6 increases total surplus to 2.2316. However,

this outcome is inefficient because total surplus can be further increased if one firm
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(firm D) deviates from its best response and offers z = 1 at a price of 0.3. While

firm D’s profits decrease from 0.1 to 0.065, total profits across firms increase from 0.3

to 0.465. As Type 2 consumers now purchase their preferred rankings, the increase

in profits outweighs the decrease of 0.1329 in Type 2 consumer surplus from higher

prices. Consequently, total surplus increases by 0.0321.

5 Conclusion

College rankings have become an important source of information in the college ad-

missions market. As the number of first-generation college students, the number of

applications per student, and the geographic range of applications increased, rankings

emerged as a means of navigating the complex college choice process. However, even

though prospective students and families may rely on rankings for information about

colleges, the rankings available do not necessarily match their preferences. This oc-

curs because, in determining what rankings product to offer, rankings firms consider

revenue from advertising in addition to considering revenue from consumers.

In particular, even if consumer preferences remain relatively similar, the presence

of advertising may change the rankings offered on the market. To study how adver-

tising affects the provision of rankings goods, I modeled advertising as a two-sided

market in which firms profit from both advertisers and consumers. My model demon-

strated how, when advertisers target a specific subgroup of consumers, increases in

advertising induce minimal differentiation between rankings because advertising effec-

tively subsidizes one out of many possible rankings products. The welfare implications

of this are two-fold. On one hand, advertising increases consumer access to goods by

lowering prices. On the other hand, the equilibrium is still inefficient, as a subset of

consumers loses access to its preferred product under minimal differentiation.

Considered together, these implications are troubling because of what may not
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be captured in the welfare calculations. The model reflects how, with the aid of

advertising, college rankings have become the widely available source of information

on colleges, unlike private college counseling services and more generic guidebooks.

Unlike these other resources, they are largely available free of charge to anyone who

has access to the internet. As reflected by the popular obsession with college rankings,

rankings are positioned to have wide-spread influence on our valuation of colleges and

consequently on college education itself.

Thus, minimal differentiation may have negative effects in ways not captured by

welfare calculations because it proliferates a limited vision of what a college education

ought to be. Reducing considerations down to a narrow set of goals, rankings have the

potential power to move college education itself towards a heavier focus on “value”

and “output.” What are broader implications of viewing college education chiefly in

terms of its net outputs?

Moreover, as the widely available source of information on colleges, rankings also

widely influence the matches formed between students and colleges. However, looking

at the measurable final payoffs to college education may not reflect much about how

those end results are achieved. Different colleges may achieve similar graduation rates

and measures of affordability through different methods. As students rely on rankings

that elide these variations to make decisions, they may end up at institutions that do

not best serve their needs.

While advertising helps make rankings available to more people, it may also in-

fluence college education and admissions in more profound, negative ways by encour-

aging a one-sided approach to assessing education.
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6 Appendix: Normal Form Games

These are the first and second stage normal form games. Table 3 is the first stage

game. Table 4 is the second stage game for restricted values of � and δ, as outlined

in Case 3 of Section 3.1.
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